OUR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS
IN 2018

PURCHASE like partners
Long-term relationships with our suppliers!

60 %

TRADE like citizens

Our retail outlets are all environmentally-friendly!

of our stores are
supplied with electricity
from renewable sources

Furniture that is as beautiful as it is ecological!

3

new eco-design products
in 2018 (Falkor, Koncept,
Wood’s Light)

of the wood furniture
oﬀering meets a
sustainability criterion

89 %

DESIGN like visionaries

50 %

decrease in the total value
of direct greenhouse gas
emissions of our stores and
warehouses since 2016

Julie WALBAUM
CEO
Maisons du Monde

Our ﬁrst CSR plan with
the “2020 ambitions”
shows great results thanks to the mobilisation of key
functions. Our commitments are visible through to our
customer retail outlets and are embodied by our teams
and supported by our CSR reference people.

11

partner associations in
order to give downgraded
products a second lease
of life

COMMIT like enthusiasts
Because we take care of all environments!

3,2

millions micro-donations collected
for the beneﬁt of 4 associations
via the « ARRONDI en caisse »
operation

58 %

of store directors or
logistics managers
come from internal
promotion

Fabienne MORGAUT
CSR & Maisons du Monde
Foundation Director

In each of the company’s
services, a roadmap allows
environmental and social criteria to be integrated
into our projects and our actions. This coordination
guarantees our CSR performance and shared
governance.

Because we make such beautiful products, we naturally feel responsible for the impacts they might have during their
life cycle. That is why we are committed to sustainable development in all aspects of our business whether as a creator
or as a distributor. This means on an environmental level, of course, but also in terms of society and solidarity.
OUR PROGRAMME:

A responsible brand
Supporting our staﬀ’s development and recognising their talents in
order to invent with them the sustainable retailing professions of the
future. Inviting them to discover solidarity programmes and support
NGOs with our Foundation. Working for the social and economic
development of the countries where we are based. Working handin-hand with all our stakeholders. Reducing our carbon footprint and
energy consumption, sorting and recycling our waste, and using the
least polluting transport methods possible. This is our vision of a
responsible brand.

Long-term relationships with
our suppliers
Our relationships with our suppliers are key to producing the
collections devised by our stylists. Our Product Managers are
trained to support our suppliers concerning social and environmental
challenges as part of a process of social progress. Thus, our
suppliers in China and India met this year to discuss our brand’s
good practices. Also, we are devoted to ensuring the transparency
of a responsible furniture oﬀering. With TFT in India, we have created
a transparent sector of traced wood furniture that traces the activity
back to the planter.

Furniture that is as beautiful
as it is eco-friendly!
Conscious of the role we have to play as a creator and distributor, we
have built our sustainable development strategy around the brand’s
founding principles (diversity of styles, quality, accessibility, etc.) and
responsible challenges. Our objective: to gradually transform our
product oﬀering to include more sustainability criteria by working
on eco-design and raising awareness among stylists. Launched in
2010, the eco-design approach is a lever for change for an even more
responsible oﬀering.

To ﬁnd out more about our approach and our achievements for the year, go to
ourcommitments.maisonsdumonde.com
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